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Safe in Gordon's Bay, even talking of returning to live here, and full ofpraisefor 
the facilities in the making in the harbour (the yacht clubhouse, and the moorings) 
the Bartos' (Mike and Maria) chat to local yachtsman, Carl Liebenberg (left in 

photo). 

Faulty lamp leads 
yacht to safety 

A yacht en route to Eu- "I was a little nervous liant lighb, blinking on, 
rope lost its anchor off of rounding Cape Agul- and off with regularity. 
Koeel Bay in a howling has. I am not a hero but With newlfound strength 
gale but was guided to all the risks of this trip Mike and Maria headed 
the safety of Gordon's are worth it. We did it in for this flickering 'bea-
Bay harbour by the blink- daylight, as we planned con' in the darkness of 
ing of a faulty mercury it. On the eighth we were the storm. 
security lamp in the off Cape Hangklip when "We failed to realise it 
grounds of the navy col- we picked up a gale warn- was not the harbour en-
lege . ing, a sou th-easter of 40 trance until we were fair-

"The navigation lights knots. ly close inshore. It was 
at the entrance to Gor- Lost anchor only in daylight, when we 
·don 's Bay harbour are lay snugly at our moor-
barely visible from 500 "We decided to duck ings that we discovered 
metres out," declares Ri- behind the mountains ... that the 'beacon' that 
chard's Bay skipper and we lay off Koeel Bay. I guided us to safety was a 
owner of the Nimbus 900 hadn't slept for 48 hours. faulty mer~ury security 
(nine-metre) yacht, Bo- Maria took watch. She lamp in the Navy College 
hernia, Mike Bartos . shook me awake with some grounds. 

Yachtsman Mike Bartos urgency in the early hours. Mike and Maria Bartos 
and wife, and only crew The anchor rope had escaped from Czechoslo-
member, Maria, are on chafed through ... we had vakia held by the iron fist 
their way to Europe on a lost our anchor. There of the Soviets 21 years 
three-year voyage which was nothing for it but to ago. They emigrated to 
has been 20 years in the scurry into Gordon's Bay," South Africa in 1969 and 
making, the last five years Mike related on Tuesday became citizens of this 
in 'active planning'. this week. ,.. country. They are on their 

The Bohemia left Ri- way to see the land of 
chard's Bay in December But to find the en- their birth, and the people 
and steadily worked its trance to Gordon's Bay they once knew. 
way down the coast to harbour, in the dark, and And then, Mike? Then 

in gale force winds .I Durban , East London , it will be the Eastern 
Port Elizabeth, Mossel A fishing boat, battling Mediterranean, unless the 
Bay, False Bay, a40-knot the same gale but heading Middle East war is still 
south-easter and , thank- elsewhere pointed them on in which case it will be 
fully , respite in Gordon's in the right direction. destination, Caribbean Is-
Bay. And there it was. A bril- lands . 
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